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North South Panacea Challenge

Prompt: What can NorthSouth do to increase educational access for all children,

particularly the underserved in the U.S.?

What idea do you have to promote education for all, and how could NorthSouth assist?

Educational Access for all Adolescents!

From my personal experience taking part in this program of North South, I am

able to recall a countless number of times that I was clueless about an educational

topic, but this application assisted me in finding the answer. Other children out there

could be supplied the same amount of academic aid, and I have a numerous quota of

ideas that would make this a reality. The main target for this is the enormous quantity

of unprivileged adolescents in America, and my goal is to get these students what they

deserve. North South plays a huge role in my reasoning, and they are the pedagogic

benefactors in this situation. Let’s get on to all of my plans to accomplish this, and I

owe an innumerable sum of thanks to North South for letting their students showcase

some of their ideas.

Across the US, there are a gigantic portion of children that would love to

undergo the type of education that I experience, and that would be a delightful thing

to accomplish. My first start of the plan is obtaining more volunteers to be able to

teach a handful of students, and prepare material from the basics because some

children may not know the content that is being covered in these coaching classes.

Along with that, try to have a cozy environment for all of the kids and welcome them

into these classes. For instance, when I took part in the NS public speaking classes,

the instructor always made me feel at home, especially when I was terrified of making

a speech at the end of the session. Also, try to negotiate on an available time slot for

both North South employees and kids who are taking part in the classes. Slideshows

are insanely helpful to kids when presenting about any topic, so they definitely should

be continued but a feature ought-to be added where students can annotate to discuss

their essentials with the teacher. This is only the first part of my goal, but there is a

vast aggregate that is left to mention.

Connecting this part of the plan to the one up above, additionally, North South

should partner with other companies to enhance their games and quizzes and make



their knowledge taught in classes into intractable textbooks or workbooks. For

example, an enormous quantity of students are unable to attend coaching sessions, so a

workbook should be issued with all of the teaching information so kids can work on

their assignments another time. Corporations like Big Ideas, IXL could assist in

constructing a practice space for kids that they can pursue at any time. In my

encounters with these websites, I have noticed my ability to understand the topic

amazingly better. Khan Academy is another possibility to work with games and quizzes

to even more intensify them to the next level. With all of these, North South is set to

promote education for all and be the best it can be for kids!

In conclusion, North South should consider making these annotations to their

organization in order to encourage academic excellence for unguided children in

America. All of the tactics listed above in my opinion are extremely helpful for the

North South Society. Please think about my list, and I wish the North South

foundation a promising future for these kids.


